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THREE SEASONS AT HAWK MOUNTAIN SANCTUARY

By MAURICE BROUN
Ornitliologist-in-Charge

Boy Scouts at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary

The World's JEStst Hawk Sanctuary

Hawk Mountain Sanctuary has no parallel in the history

of wild life conservation. Who knew of Hawk Mountain prior

to 1 932 ? Scarcely anyone save a tight-lipped, intolerant group
of local hunters to whom the opportunity for the pre-hunting
season sport of hawk-killing came as a boon. For twenty
autumnal seasons or longer, the guns roared above Drehersville,

a tiny village tucked away in an obscure pocket of the Kitta-

* This paper was read by Mr. Broun ;it the Twenty-second Meeting- of the Wilson
Ornithological Club, held at the Chicago Academy of Sciences on November 27
and 28, 19.'3G.
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tinny Ridge, in eastern Pennsylvania. Yet bird-students and
w

J
conservationists throughout the east have noted, and have won-

^ / dered with consternation at the ever-decreasing number of
\
W raptors.

|^ . Several factors have contributed to the decrease of these

M^ sadly misunderstood birds, but chief among them in the opinion

^ of the writer, has been the staggering slaughter during their

migrations along the mountains in Pennsylvania and at a few
^* I other hawk concentration points. It has been variously esti-

U^ [ mated that from 3,000 to 5,000 hawks were killed annually dur-
\ing recent years at Drehersville alone. How many hundreds

of thousands of these birds throughout the United States must
have been sacrificed on the altars of prejudice and ignorance!

I «4 Then came the fall of 1934. Hawk Mountain Sanctuary,

the fir^t sanctuary injhe world for the birds of prey, was estab-

lished; the hunters' paradise had become a thing of the past.

Mrs. C. N. Edge, Chairman of the Emergency Conservation

Committee, had quietly appeared on the scene, acquired control

of over two square miles of the mountain with the strategic

shooting sites, and overnight abolished the shambles. We recall

the fumings and the bickerings of the hunting fraternity, so

suddenly deprived of its seemingly indisputable privilege. The
hunters had never anticipated anything like this ; had not game
officials participated in the shoots, had not the State game com-
mission endorsed their sport, at least tacitly? The hunters-

were dumbfounded; they prepared to organise to regain their

lost shooting. We were threatened more than once. A game
warden declared to me: "You can't keep gunners off that land;

and I wouldn't take your job for one hundred dollars a day!"

But the smoke of which there was no fire has long since dissi-

pated into thin air. No bird has been molested on this area since

the day it was consecrated to the protection of hawks.

Cameras and field glasses have supplemented the shot-guns

of the old days. Since this new deal for the migrating hawks
has been ushered in, visitors have come by the hundreds from
far and near. There is something irresistible about Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary, something about its wild beauty, its far-

spread, multicolored panorama that awaits one at the lookouts,

and above all, something about the ever spectacular pageants

of the winged lords of the air that fills one with a craving to

return again and again. This Sanctuary is unique.



Although Hawk Mountain has been in operation only

three seasons, it has been visited by people from twenty States,

from Canada, and from several foreign countries. A few simple

statistics give us the best idea of how the Sanctuary is gaining

in popularity: during the fall of 1934, some 500 persons visited

us ; the season of 1935 brought 1,250 visitors ; during the present

season almost three times as many, or 3,350 persons, have toiled

up the steep, rough road to witness the hawk flights.

The excellent publicity Hawk Mountain Sanctuary has

had in the local and general press proves that it has become a

compelling force in furthering an intelligent and enlightened

attitude towards the birds of prey. We can give no better il-

lustration of the trend in changing sentiment than to cite the

following contrasting statements. In October, 1929, there ap-

peared in a leading local newspaper this item:

"Sportsmen Shoot Migrating Hawks . . . Knock down
pests from point of vantage in Blue Mountains—Kill 300 in

single day. ... Chilled by the early October winds, many thou-

sand hawks are sweeping past the mountain pinnacle within ten

miles of Pottsville, inviting extermination, a challenge that has

been accepted by local sportsmen and hunters who are shooting

hundreds every favorable day. Impressed with the unusual op-

portunity to wipe out thousands of enemies to bird and game
life in the State, C. R., Pittsville sportsman and merchant today
urged local hunters to co-operate in killing hawks."

Incidentally, Ave learned that this merchant plied a brisk

business from the sale of shells. The picture has changed seven

years later, when we read in the current issue of Pennsylvania
Game News, official organ of the sportsmen of that State:

"Much good has been accomplished through the establish-

ment of the Hawk Mountain Sanctuary near Drehersville, by
the Emergency Conservation Committee. The editor surveyed
the area on October 3 and found that hunters who formerly
slaughtered thousands of these birds, many of them beneficial,

arc now using the Sanctuary as an observation post to study
their characteristics . . . Sportsmen and others are urged to
visit this excellent bird observation point."

And so, we see how the daring and initiative of one woman
has brought about the miraculous transformation of a sickening
shambles into a mecca for all who may find inspiration and
stimulus in the studv of a noble class of birds.



Aspects of the Hawk Migration

During our three seasons at Hawk Mountain we have ac-

cumulated data which provide an interesting picture of the

hawk migrations. These and subsequent data will furnish a

basis for future statistical comparisons. Owing to the neces-

sity for rigid patrol of the Sanctuary during the early part of

the 1934 season, systematic observations could not be made, and
hence the migration data are incomplete for that year. Unin-
terrupted daily censuses of the flights obtain for the season of

1935 and 1936.
Table of Seasonal Totals

Species 1934 1935 1936

Turkey Vulture 166 374 87
Eastern Goshawk 123 293 177
Sharp-shinned Hawk 1913 4237 4486
Cooper's Hawk 333 553 474
Eastern Red-tailed Hawk 5609 4024 3177
Northern Red-shouldered Hawk 90 1868 1934
Broad-winged Hawk 2026 3772 5728
American Rough-legged Hawk 20 9 9

American Golden Eagle 39 66 54
Bald Eagle , 52 67 70
Marsh Hawk 105 154 149

Osprey 31 169 205
White Gyrfalcon 2

Black Gyrfalcon 2 1

Duck Hawk 25 14 36

Pigeon Hawk 19 20 34

Eastern Sparrow Hawk 13 123 102

Unidentified 208 23 11

Totals 10776 15766 16734

The foregoing figures indicate the relative frequency of

the different species of raptors during migration along the Kit-

tatinny Ridge. It would be rash to ascribe any particular sig-

nificance, regarding increase or decrease of hawks, to these

figures. The daily censuses are made as carefully as possible,

but it is a physical impossibility to tally every hawk that might
happen to take our ridge flyway. On certain days the birds fly

very high, and many probably pass unseen. Hawk-shooting
persists at scattered points along the ridge. How our totals

may be affected is conjectural. Destruction of hawks at these

points, however, is nowhere comparable to the wholesale killing

which took place on Hawk Mountain prior to 1934.



Comparison of coastal and mountain flyways. The Kitta-

tinny Ridge and, at times, the parallel ridges north and west of

it, are essentially migratory flyways for buteos and eagles, and

to a lesser extent, for accipiters. The coastal flyway, judging

from reports from Cape May, X. J., is evidently used by the

bulk of the accipiters and falcons, the ospreys and turkey vul-

tures which breed in the northeastern part of the country; con-

sequently, our totals, for the last-named two species especially,

are unimpressive.

Probable explanation of fluctuating totals. Appreciable

hawk migrations, their volume and flight-direction probably

governed by the wind, are known to occur along some of the

parallel ridges. And it is possible that birds which may elect to

travel along the Kittatinny Ridge one season may take an en-

tirely different route another season. The difficulty therefore

of determining whether a given species is increasing or decreas-

ing is apparent. Let us examine the figures for the Red -tail.

On the surface, we might be led to believe that the Red-tail is

facing a steady, almost alarming decline. We know, however,

that many birds of this species have been observed on adjacent

ridges this season. But a more significant clue is furnished by
Mrs. Everett S. Griscom, of Roslyn, Pennsylvania, who on
November 5, 1936, saw "several hundred" buteos high above
the city of Philadelphia, passing leisurely southward. On that

day, despite ideal flight conditions at the Sanctuary, insofar as

brisk northwesterly winds prevailed, we recorded only 275 Red-
tails. We are led to speculate on the number of immature Red-
tails which may have made up the flight observed by Mrs. Gris-

com. Our data indicate a disproportion of adults to immatures
ranging from 13% immatures the first season to 8% imma-
tures during the past season. It is probable that young Red-tails

learn to take the mountain routes with their air-currents and
well-marked line of travel only after a year or so of experience.

Seasonal red-letter day. September 17 might be marked
on the calendars of all hawk-lovers, for it is a charmed date,

judging from our experiences of three seasons. We recommend
that you set this date aside as "Hawk Day" and make a pil-

grimage to Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, though we refrain

from making any guarantees as to results! Something can be
said of September 16, as this day has produced upwards of 700
raptors in 193o and in 1936. But here is the record of the 17th.



1934 persona] observations arc wanting, due to necessary

patrolling of the Sanctuary road. Two gunners who were on

the ridge a few miles away asserted that they saw between 1500
and 2000 small hawks during the afternoon. 1935—a clear

day with gentle easterly and southerly winds: 15 Turkey Vul-
tures, 70 Sharp-shins, 32 Coopers, 4 Red-tails, 978 Red-shoul-
ders, 2175 Broad-wings, 2 Bald Eagles, 3 Marsh, 13 Ospreys
and 1 Sparrow Hawk, totalling 10 species, 3293 individuals.

1936—heavily overcast all morning, clear after 1:30, and mod-
erate to brisk northwesterly winds: 1 Turkey Vulture, 3 Gos-
hawks, 92 Sharp-shins, 10 Coopers, 9 Red-tails, 3398 Broad-
wings and Red-shoulders (perhaps 1200 being the latter), 18

Bald Eagles, 2 Golden Eagles, 8 Marsh, 52 Ospreys, 1 Pigeon
and 10 Sparrow Hawks, totalling 13 species, 3604 individuals.

A few lines quoted from my notes for the last day are rele-

vant. "Small buteos began coming at 8:15 and soon after they

were coming thick and fast; I counted 280 between 10:28 and
10:35! The majority passed directly over the ridge within

range of shot-gun. This flight of low-flying hawks was con-

tinuous for five hours. At 12:30 some 150 buteos passed well

out over the valley, on the north side of the ridge. Sharp-shins

came in numbers after 1 :30, as did the Ospreys and the Eagles.

At 2:30 I scanned the zenith with my 8 X glasses, just in time

to make a hasty count of 200 buteos dashing westwards. They
were flying so high as to be utterly invisible to the unaided eye,

and yet the wind had not changed materially! After this the

hawks flew at varying levels, some very low. There was a

steady stream of migrants, a few groups notable, as follows:

113 birds at 4:00; 170 birds at 4:08; 126 birds at 4:55; 81 birds

at 5:08; 42 birds at 5:20. The last birds seen were 2 Ospreys,

at 5:47."

Sequence of species. The fall flights begin in earnest

early in September, with Broad-wings in the vanguard, and
predominating all the month. Ospreys, Bald Eagles, Red-shoul-

ders (largely immatures) and Sharp-shins (almost entirely im-

matures) are conspicuous migrants along the ridge in Septem-
ber. It is interesting that, of these earlier migrants, the Broad-
wings and Ospreys make the most extended migrations, the

former species journeying to the northern parts of South
America, and the Ospreys wintering as far south as Central

America. Early October finds the Broad-wings completely out



of the picture, and Sharp-shins (now mainly adults) are in

order the rest of the month, with small numbers of Cooper's

Hawks. Meanwhile Red-shoulders and Ospreys have thinned

out perceptibly. The Bald Eagle appears infrequently in Oc-

tober; the Golden Eagle more often. October brings a sprink-

ling of all three falcons—the Sparrow HaAvk occurring inter-

mittently during September, however. By the third week in

October when the migration of small birds is heaviest, the

Sharp-shins reach their peak—as many as 900 having been

recorded in a day. It is now that the Red-tails come along,

and presently, late in October and early in November, as the

passage of Sharp-shins is waning, impressive flights of the large

buteos are taking place. Goshawks are appearing regularly.

November is essentially the month for Red-tails, with Gos-
hawks figuring prominently, Golden Eagles at frequent inter-

vals, and other species in small numbers. The Marsh Hawk is

seen in small numbers throughout the season, the females and
immatures coming first, and the males last. It is noteworthy
that these later migrants do not make the distant journeys
which the earlier September birds make. Golden Eagles, for

example, are known to winter from Pennsylvania southwards,

and in the east Goshawks seldom go further south than the Vir-

ginias. The data collected indicates a correlation between a

given species' migration period and its food habits, such as is

found among most passerine birds. The Broad-wings' diet of

wood-frogs, small reptiles and insects necessitates the exodus of

the species from its breeding range in the north before October

;

the Sharp-shins' migration is nicely synchronized with that of

the small passerines.

Effect of the weather on migration. General Aveather con-

ditions have been correlated Avith the daily flight conditions

throughout the three seasons. Beyond a temporary cessation

of migration during rain or heavy mists, local weather con-

ditions, particularly as regards temperature and wind direction,

have little or no influence on the flights. We have found that

the heaviest flights have been preceded invariably by marked
meteorological disturbances in the regions of the north. The
visitor to Hawk Mountain Sanctuary can be assured of profit-

able results if he keeps an eye on the weather charts, and elects

to visit the mountain a day, or preferably two days, after the

occurrence of low barometer pressure to the north of us. It is



usually the second day after such conditions that the hawks,
having launched on their journeys, reach our portion of the

ridge. A typical example may be cited of the manner in which
the flights operate: on October 18, 1935, pressure was low in

an area extending from Hudson Bay southward through
eastern Ontario; only 34 hawks were observed. On the follow-

ing day the low moved over northern New England and was
attended by widespread rains; our score leaped to 236 birds.

The 20th produced 497 birds.

The migrating raptors are always seen to best advantage
at Hawk Mountain during northerly winds, when the flight

follows the northern slope of the mountain. It is my opinion

that when such flights occur, very few birds get by uncounted.
Optimum flights may occur, however, with less favorable winds.

We refer again to September 17, 1935, a warm, clear day with

light to moderate easterly and southerly winds, when the sea-

son's heaviest, most concentrated passage of hawks took place.

Similarly, on October 25, 1936, a fine day with a light southerly

breeze, a substantial flight of 602 hawks was observed. Yet
these latter flights may be actually heavier than recorded, for

when easterly or southerly breezes prevail, the birds are apt to

be seen far out, crossing from the crest of the ridge over the

valley, about two miles wide, to the Pinnacle, a spur of the

mountain four miles distant from the lookouts, and from there

continuing on. At such times the hawks can be counted from
Hawk Mountain only with difficulty. To indicate how our

census may suffer: on October 13, 1936, a clear day with mod-
erate southeasterly winds, John Bartram of West Chester,

Pennsylvania, was stationed at Bake Oven Knob, a point on

the ridge 16 miles northeast of the Sanctuary, between the hours

1 :10 and 4:10. Bartram recorded 64 hawks, the majority from
2:00 until 3:00, but only 34 hawks were seen at the Sanctuary

that afternoon.

Speed of flight. In the fall of 1934 we were able to esti-

mate an average speed of 45 miles an hour in Red-tails, by

measuring their progress between two points on the ridge. This

speed was greatly accelerated on very windy days. An adult

Bald Eagle, timed by Richard H. Pough at Bake Oven Knob
on November 10, 1935, was conjectured to have passed the

Sanctuary twrenty minutes later. If this was the same bird

(which from the lateness of the date seems probable), it cov-



ered the distance of 16 miles at the rate of .8 mile per minute.

An adult Golden Eagle, timed by Mr. Pough on October 11,

1936, at Fox Gap in the Kittatinny Ridge, 42 miles northeast

of the Sanctuary, was found to make the passage in about fifty

minutes—again assuming this to be the same bird-—or at a rate

of speed almost identical with that of the Bald Eagle.

Assuming an average of six hours of flight on most days

(allowing two hours off, from 11 to 1, when there is frequently

a lull) , and an average hourly speed of 45 miles, it will be seen

that the hawks may accomplish 270 or more miles per day easily.

When a pronounced low pressure area extended over eastern

Canada and northern New England on September 12, 1936,

the consequent exodus of small buteos from that region needed
scarcely more than two days to be felt along our section of the

ridge, and hence on the 14th, 1006 hawks (largely Broad-
wings) were seen at the Sanctuary, the majority appearing in

the latter part of the afternoon. Early in the morning of the

same day Mr. Hagar, of the Massachusetts Department of

Conservation, observed 329 Broad-wings at Mt. Tom, Massa-
chusetts, indicating a likely connection with the ridge flight.

The magnificent Golden Eagles are well worth coming
hundreds of miles to see, but many visitors to Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary have also been rewarded with the sight of such birds

as Ravens, Wild Turkeys, Whistling Swans, and even Snow
Geese. Xeed we hold out further inducements? Come to

Hawk Mountain, bring your friends, and help spread the news
of what we are doing.
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